


Introducing the Nuvo Vino 
Wine Thermometer

The firsT wine ThermomeTer designed To quickly and 

accuraTely measure The TemperaTure of The wine iTself. 
serving wine at exactly the right temperature is extremely important to unlocking its 

flavors and aromas, so it makes sense that being able to measure the exact temperature 

is vital. enter nuvo Vino. our beautifully designed, extremely easy-to-use, infrared 

thermometer is instant, and more precise than any other thermometer. Just hold it 

about 1” inch from the wine and click.

• measure the temperature of the wine itself for optimal precision

• retractable sensor stays clean and therefore accurate

• one hand operation. from pocket to reading in about three seconds

• non-contact, so nothing touches (and potentially contaminates) your wine

• accurate to one-half of a degree

• sommelier pocket clip keeps your thermometer secure until you need it

incorporating the latest handheld 

infrared technology, the patent 

pending retractable sensor stays 

clean to deliver precise results.

an unprotected sensor is nothing more 

than a lint collector. our retractable 

sensor keeps the sensor free of dust 

and lint to ensure accurate results. 

plus, with no lens cap to remove, it 

only takes one hand to operate.



why is The righT TemperaTure so imporTanT?
any oenophile knows that “room temperature” is hardly a good measuring stick for 

the proper temperature of red wine. modern central heating systems cause rooms to 

exceed 72° f. at that temperature, all wines lose their appeal.

another myth is that white wine should be served out of the refrigerator. at 40° f, any 

wine’s aroma and flavor will be completely imprisoned. 

obviously, swings of 20° f can ruin your wine, but keep in mind that wineries monitor 

their conditions down to the single degree. The delicate chemistry of wine doesn’t 

end when it is bottled. it makes sense that the closer you get to the winery’s 

recommendations, the more you’ll optimize your experience.

The BesT way To measure The TemperaTure of wine.
as opposed to measuring the surface of the bottle or glass, measuring the wine itself 

eliminates variables and guesswork. measuring the temperature of the bottle or the 

glass can be effective, but it can also be misleading because the bottle or glass can be 

very different than the wine inside. say for instance, you put your bottle on ice for a 

few minutes. The outside of the bottle will be dramatically cooler than the wine inside. 

That is the problem with any thermometer that isn’t designed to check the wine itself. 

why invest your money in wine if you can’t be sure that you are tasting and smelling 

what the winery intended?

whaT is The righT TemperaTure for my wine?
now that you’ll have the best thermometer on the market, it’s time to start truly 

optimizing your wine experience. go to www.nuvovino.com/temperature for our 

comprehensive, interactive guide to recommended serving temperatures. There, 

you’ll find that we have cataloged over 400 wine types from all over the world. it’s 

the ultimate cork dork entertainment.
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a thermometer worthy of your passion 
for wine. every detail is intentional.


